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Enhanced Bioavailability 

 

We utilize the latest in cutting edge nanotechnology to increase maximum 

absorption and bioavailability. We've developed a proprietary Smart Carbon 

Oligosaccharide Nanoparticle Delivery System (SCONDS™). 

 

At some point in time you may have encountered the belief that supplemental 

ingredients are too difficult for the body to absorb, and therefore of little use. And 

to be fair, there is some truth there; nutrients do have to be absorbed in order to be 

useful. To make natural compounds of any type more effective and consistent, they 

may require an extra boost. 

 

That’s where our proprietary Smart Carbon Oligosaccharide Nanoparticle Delivery 

System (SCONDS™) comes in. It allows the escort of ingredients through 

intestinal walls for better absorption, enhanced stability and bioavailability. In 

other words, a type of "programmed packaging". 

 

 

 

This advanced technology acts as a nanoparticle molecular container that 

surrounds other compounds until they are ready to be released directly into the cell. 

This process also naturally increases the shelf life of raw material. These 

nanocavities are stable core–shell nanoparticle encapsulated molecules which 

allow for the controlled release and direct cellular delivery of natural biomolecules 

over time, further increasing their beneficial effectiveness. 
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Benefits may include: 

 

 Nanoencapsulated aquaceutical delivery 

 Amplified absorption 

 Increased bioavailability 

 Heightened bioactivity 

 Enhanced molecular stability 

 Advanced particle distribution 

 Cutting-edge controlled release 

 Extended shelf life 

 

These naturally occurring compounds encapsulate and preserve active compounds, 

which allows them to act as nanoparticle molecular containers that surround other 

compounds until they are ready to be released. This process also naturally 

increases the shelf life of raw material. 

 

These glyconanocavities are stable core–shell nanoparticle encapsulated molecules 

which allow for the controlled release and direct cellular delivery of natural 

biomolecules over time, further increasing their beneficial effectiveness. 

 

Our products combine hand selected ingredients, with advanced nanotechnology to 

create a powerful, yet gentle solutions that can be used to enhance total body 

wellness. We believe in the power of natural healing and are committed to 

providing the highest quality of care to our customers. 


